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Image as Word: 
VIsual openIngs, Verbal ImagInIngs

Elina Gertsman

Like pictures, or like books gay coverings made
For lay-men, are all women thus array’d;

Themselves are mystick books, which only wee
(Whom their imputed grace will dignifie)

Must see reveal’d. 
John Donne, “Elegy 19”1

reading the Virgin’s body

 Ruminating upon the processes of reading, the Benedictine scholar Pierre 
Bersuire (d. 1362) once characterized Christ as “a sort of book written into the skin 
of the virgin. . . . That book was spoken in the disposition of the Father, written 
in the conception of the mother, exposited in the clarification of the nativity, cor-
rected in the Passion, erased in the flagellation, punctuated in the imprint of the 
wounds, adorned in the crucifixion above the pulpit, illuminated in the outpouring 
of blood, bound in the resurrection, and examined in the ascension.”2 Bersuire’s 
characterization of Mary—whose body forms both the substance and the covers 
of the sacred volume that contains holy narratives—finds a striking visual parallel 
in the statue of the Virgin and Child (ca. 1300), originally from the Rhine Valley 
and now in the collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art (Figs. 1–2).3 The 
statue’s small size, about 36.8 cm high, suggests that it was an object of private 
prayer and meditation; it likely came from a Cologne convent and belonged to a 
nun.4 The crowned Maria lactans holds the Christ-Child on her left knee; a dove, 
held in Christ’s hand, serves as an intermediary between the Holy Spirit and the 
exposed flesh. A vertical gash, which begins at Mary’s neck and ends at her feet, 
hints at the hidden content and marks the place where the statue opens to unveil a 
large carved Throne of Mercy surrounded by painted scenes from Christ’s Infancy 
on the hinged sides. The very makeup of the Shrine Madonna therefore signals an 
invitation to read it as an illuminated devotional compendium: both are predicated 
on revelatory potential; both visualize and make visible the Word; and both offer 
to their viewers a kind of a mnemonic map, designed to provide tools for the recol-
lection of and meditation upon the gospel narratives. In this essay, I will explore 
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the different ways that the Shrine Madonna offers compelling and sophisticated 
ways of negotiating the verbal and the visual—despite the fact that it features not 
a single written word.
 For some years, medievalists have attended to what Michael Curschmann 
once called an “audiovisual poetic”: the different ways word and image function 
together and subvert one another.5 Scholars have explored gaps and disjunctions 
between texts and miniatures in illuminated manuscripts;6 they have read Gothic 

Fig. 1. The Shrine Madonna, closed. Rhine Valley, ca. 1300. (Photo: © The Metro-
politan Museum of Art.) 
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Fig. 2. The Shrine Madonna, open. Rhine Valley, ca. 1300. (Photo: © The Metropolitan Museum of 
Art.)

cathedrals as scholastic treatises;7 they have looked at the ways visual and verbal 
cues work in concert to direct the viewing experience of late medieval murals.8 
St. Gregory’s famous dictum, “Pictures are the books for the illiterate,” has given 
rise to numerous discussions, both medieval and modern, about the (im)possibility 
of reading images, especially narrative images, as recorded information—as oral, 
aural, and written texts.9 Although they have been fruitfully, albeit often briefly, 
analyzed in terms of monastic devotional practices, Marian studies, late medieval 
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mysticism, and norms of production, the Shrine Madonna statues have not been 
discussed as visual texts.10 The complex and compelling capacity of these images 
to be so read, then, forms the central concern of the present study.
 Shrine Madonnas possessed a tremendous appeal in the later Middle Ages: 
they were popular throughout Europe, including France and Spain, Germany and 
Sweden.11 Larger statues were placed on altars and were opened on particular feast 
days, while smaller ones were owned by individuals and used for private devotions, 
frequently by female monastics.12 Their exterior shows the Virgin, often crowned, 
holding the Christ-Child; the Child may sit or stand on her lap, and is sometimes 
shown nursing. Within, the sculptures are painted and/or carved. A number of 
statues contain pure narratives: those particular to Iberia center on the Virgin’s life, 
while those found in France and Switzerland generally emphasize Christ’s. The 
majority of the Shrine Madonnas, however, feature the carved Throne of Mercy 
in the middle, although the lateral imagery differs dramatically. Some statues, 
normally linked to the patronage of the Teutonic Order, figure crowds of the pious 
gathered on either side of the Trinity; this kind of image, in which Mary’s body 
doubles as her cloak, is clearly related to the Schutzmantelmadonna type. Others, 
like the Metropolitan Madonna, surround the Throne of Mercy with christologi-
cal narratives. The Trinitarian Madonnas in particular caused some discomfort in 
theological circles as early as the fifteenth century when Jean Gerson famously 
declared that they may lead to a theological error. Citing Gerson’s remarks, Pope 
Benedict XIV banned the sculptures in 1745.13

 The papal ban belies the fact that these sculptures were embedded within a 
complex cultural discourse that consisted of prayers, hymns, performances, and 
poems, all of which alluded to Mary as the bearer of the entire Godhead. For 
instance, a popular prayer originally attributed to Adam of St. Victor (d. 1192?) 
that casts the Virgin as the chamber for the Trinity—“Salve mater pietatis / Et 
totius trinitatis / Nobile triclinium”—is continued in fourteenth-century German 
hymns as “Hail, mother of good counsel, of the threefold Trinity noble, beautiful, 
threefold fortress” and “Greetings, mother most good, since God flowered from 
you in his threefoldness.”14 Poetry shifts the conception into the Virgin’s heart: 
“You, mirror, without any blot, you enclosed the one and threefold God in your 
heart.”15 This rhetoric is not limited to German lyric. A fifteenth-century Middle 
English poem, The Rose that bore Jesu, exalts the Virgin’s womb within which 
“we may weel see / That he is God in personys thre,”16 while in The Life of Our 
Lady John Lydgate has Gabriel refer to Mary as the one in whom “all the vertu of 
the trynyte shall yshrouded be.”17 Although here the Trinity does not physically 
inhabit Mary’s womb, it does so, and quite emphatically, in the Anglian N-town’s 
Salutation and Conception play. There, the stage directions insist that all three 
members of the Trinity should descend upon Mary: “here þe holy gost discendit 
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with iii bemys (beams) to our lady / the Sone of þe godhed nest with iii bemys / 
to þe holy gost / the fadyr godly with iii bemys to þe sone / And so entre All thre 
to here bosom.”18 Subsequently, Gabriel calls the Virgin the “throne of þe trinyte,” 
and, in the Visitation play, Elizabeth characterizes her as the “trone and tabernakyl 
of þe hyh trinite.”19 In other words, the Trinitarian Shrine Madonna does not exist 
in a textual vacuum but is intimately bound with the written and spoken word.
 “Bound” in more sense than one: for Bersuire’s remark—that Christ was 
written into Mary—casts the Virgin’s body as the cover of the sacred codex. The 
interior of such a book is visualized clearly on folio 143v of a fourteenth-century 
devotional miscellany (BNF, nouv. acq. fr. 4338). Prefacing the text, which charac-
terizes Christ as “cest benoit livre de vie” (this blessed book of life), is a miniature: a 
woman prays before a large open book, which takes up nearly half of the illumina-
tion’s space (Fig. 3).20 At the center of the book, the body of Christ hangs limply on 
the cross, which serves also as the spine of this particular codex. Christ’s stretched 
limbs visually echo the stretched parchment of the codex—both the represented 
book of life, and the book the readers hold in their hands.21 Similarly, the crucified 
Christ formed part of the spine of the Shrine Madonna, albeit here framed by the 
entire Trinity: the enthroned God the Father, snuggly fitted within Mary’s body, 
holds a cross carved in the form of the lignum vitae, the Tree of Life (the figures of 
Christ and the dove are lost, as the holes in the chest of God the Father as well as 
those in the cross clearly show). The Virgin’s body therefore encloses the book of 
the entire Godhead, the book akin to the one composed by Mechthild of Magde-
burg (d. 1282/84), which God explicates as his own Trinitarian substance: 

“The book is threefold
And portrays me alone.
The parchment that encloses it indicates my pure, white, just humanity
That for your sake suffered death.
The words symbolize my marvelous Godhead.
It flows continuously
Into your soul from my divine mouth.
The sound of the words is a sign of my living spirit
And through it achieves genuine truth.”22

 At the same time as it encloses the divine codex, the interior of the Shrine 
Madonna’s body itself functions as a book inscribed with holy narratives. These 
are episodes from the Infancy of Christ that flank the sculpted Throne of Mercy: 
on the viewer’s left, the Annunciation, the Nativity, and the Adoration of the Kings 
cascade down the inside of the Virgin’s body; painted across them are the Visi-
tation, the Presentation in the Temple, and the Annunciation to the Shepherds. 
Physically, the layout of images—which, as we will shortly see, interact with one 
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another in a rather complex fashion—is reminiscent of the design of contempo-
rary manuscripts, in which multi-tiered narratives establish visual conversations 
across the facing folios (Fig. 4 a–b).23 But the analogy to the manuscript here is not 
only physical but also metaphorical: the concept of Mary as a book had already 
appeared in the fourth century, and became a recurrent trope in theological writ-
ings by the late Middle Ages.24 Heinrich von St. Gallen elegantly sums up the 
simile in Marienleben (ca. 1400): “The holy Evangelist Matthew has written in 
his Gospel, which is read on the feast of the blessed Virgin Mary, it is the begin-
ning of his Gospel: ‘This is the book of the birth of Our Lord Jesus Christ, son of 
David.’ . . . Albert Magnus says about this that we are to understand by the book 
nothing but Mary, the precious book in which the precious letter Jesus Christ had 
been inscribed, when he lived inside her for nine months.”25 The metaphor takes a 
practical turn in the anonymous treatise Wie Maria geistlich geleicht ist in zechen 
dingen einem puch, which associates the Virgin’s life with several of the stages 
required to create and use a codex.26 It is notable that the extant copies of the treatise 
were made by nuns for their convents (both in Nuremberg); the earliest, copied 
by one Anna Winter, for the Poor Clares convent in 1400, and another, by Ursula 
Geiselherin, for the Dominican convent of St. Catherine in 1461.27

 The metaphor of the Virgin as a holy book is particularly apt for the Shrine 
Madonna who opens her body to reveal the Word written upon her womb, to offer 
to the viewer the sacred texts visualized within. The following study attempts to 

Fig. 3. Christ as the Book of Life. BNF, nouv. acc. fr. 4338, fol. 143v. (Photo: Biblio-
thèque nationale de France.)
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Fig. 4. A) Infancy narratives: Annunciation to the Shepherds, Adoration of the Magi, Presentation 
in the Temple, Christ among the Doctors. BL, Stowe 948, fols. 14v and 15; first quarter of the 
14th century. (Photo: © The British Library Board.) B) Infancy narratives: Nativity, Adoration of 
the Magi, Presentation in the Temple, Annunciation to the Shepherds. The Shrine Madonna, interior. 
Rhine Valley, ca. 1300. (Photo: © The Metropolitan Museum of Art.)
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explore the nature of these texts inscribed in the book of the Virgin’s flesh, and to 
consider the role of the word in the construction of this image, as well as the role 
of the image in mediation of the word.

The Incarnate Word

 The Salve, mater pietatis prayer, which visualizes Mary as an enclosure for 
the entire Godhead, continues by comparing her to a chamber for the Word Incar-
nate: “Verbi tamen incarnate / Speciale maiestati / Praeparans hospitium.”28 This 
metaphor of enclosure was a familiar one in medieval theology. In the roughly con-
temporary Splendidissima gemma antiphon, Hildegard of Bingen (d. 1179) exalts 
the Virgin by contrasting her with Eve who unsettled “the primal matrix” (word as 
creation): “To you the father spoke again / but this time / the word he uttered was 
a man / in your body.”29 Such poetics of Incarnation—whereby the Word became 
flesh, a tangible and material thing—is at the core of the visual reading of the 
Shrine Madonna, much as it was at the center of image making in general. For 
Augustine, as Meredith Jane Gill notes, God is “the wellspring of the Word as 
image as well as of the Word as meaning.”30 When in the eighth century the Grego-
rian dictum was expanded, images became correlated directly with embodiment: 
for Christ had “appeared visible to show us the invisible.”31

 The medieval viewer was accustomed to seeing the doctrine of the Incarna-
tion visualized in a variety of ways. The theologically problematic image of the 
Christ-Child, already outfitted with the cross and descending towards Mary’s ear 
just as she hears Gabriel’s greeting, was nonetheless popular and appeared in panel 
paintings, Books of Hours, stained glass, and sculpture throughout the late Mid-
dle Ages.32 In the north tympanum of the Würzburg Marienkapelle, for instance, 
the power of the word is underscored by the indication both of Gabriel’s scripted 
greeting and of God the Father’s utterance-turned-Child directed at Mary (Fig. 5). 
In other Annunciation representations, where time is collapsed, Mary already con-
tains the Incarnate Word within and appears obviously pregnant.33 Some images of 
the Virgin, which frequently appear in the context of the Visitation scene, visibly 
figure the Word made flesh within her body; in a fifteenth-century group from 
Passau, for example, the Christ-Child and the infant John are etched within uterine 
mandorlas incised in the cousins’ bellies (Fig. 6a).34 The literal visualization of the 
mystery of the Incarnation appears most plainly in sculptures that, like reliquaries, 
have a small trap door in the chest. Behind the door is a small chamber where, 
instead of a relic, stands a diminutive wooden doll representing the Christ-Child. 
For example, in the sculpture from St. Mary’s church in the village of Malta, in 
Austrian Carinthia, dating to the late fourteenth or early fifteenth century, Mary’s 
body is hollowed out in front to make room for an enclosure for the wooden 
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Christ-Child, which can be removed and reinserted into her flesh at will (Fig. 6b). 
This devotional image was meant, like many others, for those who desired to see 
the tangibility of salvation, to touch the imaged Word.35

  The growing transparency of the Virgin’s womb—or, rather, its visible 
manifestations—is epitomized in the Shrine Madonna, which unfolds its body in 
a mimetic process of birth. This is performance of birth, its enactment, not its 
depiction; one rarely sees the Virgin’s labor represented in medieval art, the Nativ-
ity drawing from the Meditationes vita Christi (BnF, ital. 115, fol. 9r) being a 
very rare exception (Fig. 7).36 The Meditationes birth is sedate and discreet. Mary 
leans against a column and separates the folds of her cloak, from which Christ-
Child, already swaddled, slides out decorously. Conversely, the violent rupture of 
the Shrine Madonna’s image—she is cut in half, flung apart—points to and exag-
gerates the moment when a body opens to deliver a child. The temporal shift is 

Fig. 5. The Annunciation from the north portal of the Marienkapelle. Würzburg, 15th century. (Photo: 
Foto Marburg / Art Resouce, NY.) 



similarly jarring. When closed, the Metropolitan Mary is not represented pregnant 
but breastfeeding (Fig. 8); if the Nuremberg Annunciation group conflated time, 
here time is fractured, and Maria lactans opens in order to deliver the Incarnate 
Word to satisfy the beholder’s ocular desire.37 This performance of birth, as I 
have argued elsewhere, is made more visceral by the visual configuration of the 
interior, which resembles a seven-celled uterus as it was frequently imagined 
by a host of medieval thinkers: an elongated center flanked by six smaller com-
partments, three on each side.38 The theory that a womb consisted of seven parts 
was common currency in the medieval world, expounded in numerous treatises, 
from the twelfth-century Honorius Augustodunensis’s De philosophia mundi and 
Anatomia Cophonis39 to the anonymous fifteenth-century The Knowing of Wom-
an’s Kind in Childing. The description of the seven uterine chambers in the latter 
(much as it was in Mondino de Luizzi’s treatise on anatomy a century earlier) 
echoes uncannily the compartmentalization of the Shrine Madonna’s body: “it is 
divided into seven chambers, of which three lie in the part towards the right side 
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Fig. 6. A) Christ etched in Mary’s womb at the Visitation. Passau, early 15th century. (Photo: Author.) 
B) Maria gravida. St. Mary’s Church, Malta (Carinthia), Austria, ca. 1400. (Photo: www.soisses.at.)
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Fig. 7. Christ’s birth. Meditationes vitae Christi; BnF, ital. 115, fol. 19v. (Photo: Bibliothèque nation-
ale de France.)

Fig. 8. The Shrine Madonna, detail. Rhine Valley, 
ca. 1300. (Photo: © The Metropolitan Museum 
of Art.)



& three in the part toward the left side & the seventh even in the middle.”40 Here, 
the middle cavity is occupied by the Throne of Mercy—the focal iconic point of 
verbal gestation—while the subsidiary “chambers,” carefully delineated, are filled 
with narrative paintings that reinforce the central image.
 The breaking of Mary’s body is at odds both with the narratives of Christ’s 
conception that liken Mary’s womb to glass, unshattered by the divine light, and 
with the narratives of Christ’s birth, which caused her no pain; to quote Rachel Ful-
ton, “the hymenal seal of her womb” was left “unbroken not only in the conception 
of her Child but also (as theologians have argued since antiquity) in his birth.”41 
This performative tension signals that what the Virgin brings forth in this particular 
birth is not the Incarnated Word in the form of a joyous child, but, in effect, that the 
revelation of her womb unveils a much more macabre chamber—the chamber not 
of Christ’s birth but of his sacrifice. The womb/tomb substitution is not unusual: 
in writing about the isolation of an anchorhold, the author of Ancrene Wisse, for 
instance, draws comparisons between the enclosures of Mary’s uterus and Christ’s 
sepulcher: “the womb is a narrow dwelling, where our Lord was a recluse. . . .  
Are you imprisoned within four wide walls? And he in a narrow cradle, nailed to 
the cross, enclosed tight in a stone tomb.”42 Moreover, debates on the nature of 
the Eucharist produced comparisons between Mary’s womb and the altar where 
Christ’s sacrifice is reenacted during every mass, as in Peter Damian’s sermons: 
“The same body of Christ which the blessed Virgin bore, which she cherished at 
her bosom . . . it is that, I say . . . which we now receive from the sacred altar.”43 
 That the Crucifixion in the interior of the Shrine Madonna is shown within 
the context of the Throne of Mercy is telling. This iconographic theme is fre-
quently associated with the Mass and found depicted on a variety of liturgical 
objects, including patens and portable altars; it first appears, for instance, in the 
Cambrai missal of ca. 1120 (Cambrai, Médiathèque municipale, MS 234, fol. 2r), 
where it is placed before the beginning of the canon of the Mass Te igitur and is 
accompanied by a plea to God the Father to accept the eucharistic offering (Fig. 
9).44 In discussing the sacramental significance of the Throne of Mercy as, above 
all, the image of Christ’s sacrificial death, Gertrud Schiller finds the genesis of this 
image in the tenth-century Cross of Lothar, which includes the hand of God and the 
dove of the Holy Spirit above the crucified Christ. The Throne of Mercy, she con-
vincingly argues, “gave prominence to God’s acceptance of Christ’s sacrifice. . . . 
The emphasis of the message of the image was not at first on the Trinity but on the 
Father’s sacrifice of his Son in an expiatory Death, a Death he offered to the world 
for its Redemption.”45 If the Carinthian statue—whose coffin-shaped chest cavity 
indicates, simultaneously, a life-giving uterus and a sepulcher—opens up nonethe-
less to show a living Christ-Child stored within, then the Shrine Madonna delivers 
the sacrificial body of the dead Christ. The iconicity of this body offered within the 
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visual context of the Throne of Mercy underscores the narrative characteristic of 
the Infancy scenes, and the contrast between the two is remarkable; the opening of 
the Virgin’s body, in fact, sets in motion two competing narratives—the narrative 
of birth and the narrative of death.

The narrative Impetus

 In discussing the place of Mary’s eucharistic affinities in vernacular litera-
ture, Miri Rubin writes about “a strong bond . . . created between the eucharistic 
body reborn at the mass and the original body born from a virgin womb, to produce 
the powerful image linked both to crucifixion and to Nativity in the Virgin Mary.”46 
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Fig. 9. The Throne of Mercy. Cambrai, Bibl. Mun., MS 234, fol. 
2. (Photo: Cambrai, Médiathèque municipale, Cliché CNRS-
IRHT.)



This associative tension between narratives of Infancy and narratives of sacrifice 
writes another equally complex visual text within the Shrine Madonna, a text which 
consists of gaps and ruptures, and which marries the performance of birth with 
the figuration of death.47 The chronological fissures in familiar narratives, as 
Marilyn Lavin aptly demonstrates in her seminal work on Italian murals, forces the 
viewer to seek out new meanings in these ruptures.48 The story painted within the 
Shrine Madonna lurches forward and jumps back, drawing attention to the breaks 
in chronological sequencing, and highlighting the sculpted iconicity of the Throne 
of Mercy, which intrudes on the fluidity of narrative reading. The presence of the 
Trinity inflects the meaning of the pictorial cycle that threads around the Throne of 
Mercy: the images, even though carefully separated from one another, are paired 
thematically and visually (Fig. 10). They are made to establish a series of dialogues 
across the sculpted image of sacrifice, to be read through its lens.
 On the upper left, Gabriel steps towards Mary, the empty speech scroll a 
conspicuous presence that divides them. Across from the Annunciation, the spare 
scene of the Visitation features Elizabeth embracing Mary. In both, Gabriel and 
Elizabeth provide visual parentheses to the two meetings. Both episodes, positioned 
on the reverse of Mary’s chest, are narrow and almost severe in their sparseness. 
Read against the central image of the Trinity and within the context of the interior 
of Mary’s body, the ostensibly benign narratives of pregnancy spell the association 
between Christ’s body (Word turned flesh) and the consecrated wafer (flesh activated 
by Word), and between Mary’s womb and the oven in which the bread is cooked. 
This trope, familiar since late antiquity, was common currency in the fourteenth cen-
tury, when the Metropolitan Shrine Madonna was sculpted. For instance, the author 
of the Meditationes Vitae Christi proclaimed “Today the living bread that animates 
the world has begun to be baked in the oven of the virginal womb.”49 Even though 
the comparison between the womb and the oven was not limited to the Virgin alone,50 
Mary was a baker of a different order; to quote the Franciscan John Ryman, “This 
brede geveth eternall lyfe / Bothe unto man, to childe, and wife . . . / In virgyne Mary 
this brede was bake / Whenne criste of her manhood did take.”51 
 The narrative tension persists in the second pair of images, below, where 
the Nativity is placed across from the Presentation in the Temple. There, the space 
allowed for more visual elaboration. On the left, Mary stretches across the bed, 
her body a focal point. Joseph keeps guard at her feet, while on the left the ox and 
the donkey crowd above the Child in the manger. Similar images appear on early 
fourteenth-century ciboria and pyxes, such as the Swinburne pyx from the Victoria 
and Albert Museum (ca. 1310–20), which, on its inner lid, features a Nativity scene 
akin to the one painted within the Shrine Madonna (Fig. 11).52 On the right in the 
Presentation scene, Christ is being passed above the altar table to Simeon. The two 
images are linked through the theme of the offering. A thirteenth-century Bible 
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Fig. 10. Painted narratives around the Throne of Mercy; the Shrine Madonna, detail. Rhine Valley, ca. 
1300. (Photo: © The Metropolitan Museum of Art.)



moralisée, Vienna, ÖNB, MS 2554, which stresses the common identity between 
the host and Christ, extends the comparison to include the Presentation in the Tem-
ple scene: “The bread that was in the oven and was offered to God signifies Jesus 
Christ who was in the womb of the Virgin and was offered to the heavenly father 
in the temple when Simeon received him.”53 The referential echoing between the 
shape of the manger and the shape of the altar links the two scenes, and marks them 
both as prefigurative of the sacrifice.
 In the lowest register, the crowding of the middle scenes dissipates. Here, 
too, the visual parallels are established as the three men in the Annunciation to 
the Shepherds scene echo the Three Magi in the Adoration of the Kings episode; 
again, the explicit narrative of joy mixes with the implicit narrative of sorrow. The 
Annunciation to the Shepherds has one man emphatically pointing at the animal 
at his feet, designating Christ as the sacrificial lamb. In turn, the Adoration scene, 
frequently included on Gothic altars, has carried a strong sacrificial rhetoric since 
the fourth century. The liturgy of the Epiphany, for instance, developed into the 
play of the Three Wise Men, in which the magi, played by clerics, entered the 
church choir bearing gifts and laid them on the altar; the Adoration, in fact, is 
frequently visualized as taking place in a church. 
 This last pair of images is particularly important, marked as it is by exuber-
ant gestures, which guide the viewer’s eye. All three shepherds raise one of their 
hands up, toward the angel; two also point down, as if carrying the beholder’s gaze 
upward and bringing it back again. Similarly, in the Adoration scene, the middle 
king points upwards, his finger touching the decorative band, pulling the viewer’s 
gaze up toward the Annunciation scene, where the angel points down (ostensibly 
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Fig. 11. The Nativity. Left: the Swinburne Pyx, ca. 1310–20. (Photo: Victoria and Albert Museum.) 
Right: the Shrine Madonna. Rhine Valley, ca. 1300. (Photo: © The Metropolitan Museum of Art.)



to Mary’s womb), leading the eye back. In this way, the gestures invite the viewer 
to read the three scenes on each side vertically, as a single narrative unit. The left 
side thereby chronicles the humanation of Christ: the beginnings of his gestation 
in Mary’s womb, his appearance as a passive infant in the manger, and his place 
as the majestic Child-God on his mother’s lap, actively blessing the viewer. The 
right side narrates a different transformation: baked in Mary’s womb in the scene 
of the Visitation, Christ is shown as the implicit sacrifice in the temple scene, and 
disappears, replaced by the lamb imagery, in the final scene in the lower right. In 
this way, gestures map a new set of visual readings which reinforce, nonetheless, 
the dual narrative of birth and sacrifice. 
 One of these gestures is meant directly for the viewer: Christ’s blessing. 
The blessing, which is often reserved for the Three Magi (as in the high altar in 
Cologne, for instance), is here aimed at the beholder. This is the only image in the 
narrative cycle in which the Child engages the viewer, and as such it is conspicu-
ous and draws attention to the additional function of the two lower scenes. Both 
are dedicated to the images of worshippers and therefore model the ideal viewing 
behavior, the performance of beholding.

Visual and Verbal performances

 It has been said that “narrative swings the doors of performance open wider 
than any other medieval genre.”54 Narrative, as a pictorial genre, is predicated on 
the subjective reception of the viewer; it is “transactional,” to borrow from Wolf-
gang Kemp, and operates “for the sake and with the help of its intended audience.”55 
Nonetheless, this subjectivity is guided, as Otto Pächt argued, by the inherent struc-
tures of the image itself.56 Pregnant with image and word, Mary delivers them both 
to the viewer when her body unfolds; the activation of her body is dependent on 
the activation of the beholding processes. These are directed by visual cues within 
each narrative episode, cues which invite the beholder to insinuate herself into the 
sacred scenes. Such devotional exercises, which made for exciting mental travel 
to sacred sites, were familiar fare in medieval monasteries, and became a staple of 
pastoral literature in later centuries.57 The possible use of the vierge ouvrante as 
a visual guide for such a journey points to what Jeffrey Hamburger describes as 
“the increasingly important role of corporeal imagery in spiritual life,” especially 
as it was formulated in the convents of the Upper Rhine, the place of origin of the 
Metropolitan Virgin.58

 The opening of Mary’s body in the act of a visually traumatic birth serves as 
the initial invitation for the viewer to enter her body. This is an unusual invitation 
indeed: it is not the Virgin’s body, perpetually sealed, but rather the body of her son 
that was commonly used as such a point of visual and devotional ingress.59 Christ’s 
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wounds provide a site, as Sarah Beckwith writes, for “affective piety . . . obsessed 
with belonging, with the fantasy of fusion and the bitter reality of separation, and 
so with entrances to Christ’s body,” which “must be wrenched open, violently pen-
etrated.”60 The Meditationes vitae Christi plays with this rhetoric of interpenetra-
tion, first citing the example of St. Cecilia “whose heart was . . . permeated with the 
life of Christ,” and almost immediately quoting St. Bernard of Clairvaux’s sixty-
first sermon on the Canticles: “the wounds [of Christ] are clearly an entrance.”61 In 
the Shrine Madonna the discourses of unveiling and concealment are inverted, and 
the viewer is beckoned to enter her body through the gaping childbirth wound. As 
the Wie Maria geistlich treatise has it, “Mary can assert: ‘I am the door, whoever 
wants to come to my son Jesus Christ must go through me.’”62

 Once the entrance is gained, interior images guide and structure viewing 
as a performative experience by providing “hooks” for their audience. One such 
hook functions through gesture and gaze; another through text made invisible, the 
word implied but not shown. Within each image, at least one of the protagonists 
of the holy event is looking out at the viewer, engaging her gaze. God the Father 
fixes the viewer with a piercing stare; in some vierges ouvrantes, meant to be 
seen by parishioners from many angles, such as the Roggenhausen statue, God the 
Father was made slightly cross-eyed, a common device used to ensure that his gaze 
followed the viewer everywhere (Fig. 12). In the Metropolitan Madonna’s scene 
of the Annunciation, the unmistakable contrast between the archangel, painted in 
profile, and the Virgin, represented in three-quarter view, is meant to underscore 
the disjunction in their conversation: Gabriel addresses the Virgin and gestures at 
her womb, but she, instead of looking down or returning Gabriel’s salutation (a 
rather more common configuration), turns towards the beholder. A similar visual 
conversation is established in the Visitation scene, where Elizabeth turns to Mary, 
who, instead of meeting her cousin’s gaze, faces the viewer. 
 The invitation to insinuate oneself into the holy scenes, to “make oneself 
present there” as advised in the Meditationes vitae Christi, is even more emphati-
cally stated in the Nativity and the Presentation in the Temple narratives.63 There, 
the intimacy of the two upper scenes is shattered by the introduction of subsidiary 
characters and various trappings that identify the specific settings of the episodes. In 
the Nativity scene the Virgin faces the viewer, while Christ, Joseph, and the beasts 
seem largely unaware of the visual intrusion. Mary serves as a bridge into the image 
at the same time as she blocks the viewer’s access, her body barring entrance into 
the scene. In the Presentation episode it is Joseph, holding a basket with doves 
required for the rite of purification, who turns towards the beholder. As the viewer 
is invited to enter the scene, she is immediately directed, by the ordered rhythm of 
hand gestures, to join the Presentation. The long digits of the protagonists all point 
toward the pivotal scene—Christ being passed over the altar. The viewer’s body is 
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thereby activated, invited to cite the bodies of those gathered in the presence of the 
divine. In the lowest set of images, as we have seen, the intensity of the gestural lan-
guage reaches its peak: the Shepherds gesticulate, enlisting the beholder to partake 
in the joyful frenzy caused by the words of the angel, and one of the Kings, who 
points a finger upwards, does not even bother to conceal the fact that his attention 
is completely redirected from Mary and Christ and focused on the viewer. If the 
beholder’s presence was implied in other scenes, it is openly acknowledged here, 
where the Christ-Child himself turns to face the beholder and bless her.
 As we have seen, the narrative fluidity of the scenes, which oscillate between 
the days of Christ’s Infancy and the moment of his birth, and the cyclical nature of 
Christ’s sacrifice and the moment of his death on the cross allow for different visual 
and devotional possibilities. The nun could choose her own mnemonic path, could 
stop at the sacred memories of her own choosing. Such a journey may have con-
stituted a memory exercise, the kind in which points of meditation (here the sacred 
narratives within Mary’s uterine cells) were, to quote Mary Carruthers, constructed 
as “sites plotted on a map,” like “the stations of the way to be stopped at and stayed 

Fig. 12. The Roggenhausen Shrine Madonna; detail, God the Father. 
GNM, late 14th century. (Photo: Author.)
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in before continuing.”64 In this, the interior of the Shrine Madonna resembles a 
miniature church decorated with a complex mural program (a particularly apt 
comparison in view of Mary’s identification with Ecclesia), and, like the wall paint-
ings in French parish churches as described by Marcia Kupfer, offers the contrast 
between “the open-endedness of the meaning of images and the permanence of the 
pictorial medium [that] combine to activate the enduring hermeneutic potential of 
narratives unfolding across church walls and through architectural space.”65

 The narrative fluidity notwithstanding, the principal reading of the narrative 
pairs left to right and top to bottom uncovers a common point in the dominant right 
diagonal, between the first image, the Annunciation to Mary, in the upper left and 
the last image, the Annunciation to the Shepherds, in the lower right.66 The mean-
ing of these episodes is predicated on verbal exchange, as the verbal discourse 
forms a constitutive basis of both narratives. Both scenes include a banderole left 
conspicuously blank that belongs to an angel. It is hardly possible to imagine that 
this painstakingly executed sculpture was left unfinished; instead, the speech here 
is purposefully made simultaneously visible and invisible, and verbal lacunae 
become the agents of performance.
 These empty spaces serve as a second set of performative hooks, verbal 
rather than visual. Emptiness, here, does not indicate silence; instead, it presents 
the beholder with an imperative to fill in the missing words. Later, this device 
would become a favorite among early modern printmakers, who left speech scrolls 
empty for their readers to fill; Peter Parshall and David Landau call them “an invi-
tation to interpret.”67 There is no doubt that the nun knew what words needed to 
be spoken: “Ave gratia plena dominus tecum” (Hail full of grace the Lord is with 
thee) for the first scene, and “Gloria in excelsis deo” (Glory to God in the highest) 
for the second. Both were associated with daily devotions. “Gloria in excelsis” was 
subsumed into the popular hymn sung at matins and lauds, and also chanted at the 
mass. The angelic salutation formed the basis for the greatly popular Ave Maria 
prayer, which was included in the Hours of the Virgin and therefore chanted daily 
by priests and monastics; in the fourteenth century an indulgence was attached 
to the repeated recitation of the prayer during the ringing of the evening bell. In 
discussing Simone Martini’s famous Annunciation altarpiece, Ann van Dijk points 
out the salutation inscribed on the panel to argue that “the angel’s kneeling posture 
and the words emanating from his mouth become a model of devotional practice 
for viewers to imitate . . . the emphasis on vocalizing the words encourages view-
ers themselves to say the word aloud . . . adopting the angel’s salutation as their 
own.”68 This performative impetus of vocalization becomes even more urgent in 
the Shrine Madonna images where the angels are left mute and only the viewer’s 
verbal participation—what has been called, by Mark Amsler, “a textual gesture”—
can restore the missing words of salutation and praise.69 
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***

 In discussing eighteenth-century anatomical models with movable parts, 
John Bender called them “narrative figurations of the body,” since their interior 
organs are displayed to the viewer by the opening of the model that “reveals a 
succession of tableaus” (Fig. 13).70 The description is strikingly apt for the Met-
ropolitan vierge ouvrante, which discloses a similar succession of images through 
the narrative figurations of the body: figurations anatomical and devotional, 
imaginative and somatic, visual and textual. The example of this Shrine Madonna 
demonstrates the complex interplay of word and image at work in late medieval 
devotional sculpture: in exploring the visual and verbal possibilities of the Word 
made flesh, the Virgin opens like a book to reveal a series of narrative cycles that 
read as visual texts, and that fluidly cast the viewer’s body as a true performa-
tive object, immersed in verbal, visual, and physical participation and defined by 
performance theorists therefore as unstable and simulated.71 The statue resists the 
division into the semiotic systems of reading and looking, fusing, to quote Mieke 
Bal, “verbal and visual paradigms of interpretation.”72 Looking, here, is reading; it 
is also remembering; it is also performing.
 In her recent essay on pictorial narrative, Suzanne Lewis points out W. J. 
T. Mitchell’s characterization of contemporary culture in which “the interplay of 
word and image” are “volatile, complex, and pervasive . . . immediate and demand-
ing.”73 Mitchell could just as well have been speaking about late medieval culture, 
which produced and was constituted by objects like the Shrine Madonnas. These 
statues, which inventively combine the media of sculpture and painting, invite us, 
therefore, to attend to the polysemous meanings of a visual text—text as image, 
text as performance, text as experience. The consideration of this experience, then, 
allows us to turn away from the Jacobsonian model of communication that con-
structs an ideal, fixed relationship between the omniscient sender and the passive 
receiver, and to consider instead the unstable performance of viewing activated 
through and dependent on the beholder’s body.74 In directing their audiences to 
perform the visual texts that unfold before them, the Shrine Madonnas forge the 
interconnections with contemporary devotional practices, which emphasize active, 
participatory viewership; they are therefore deeply embedded in late medieval dis-
course, both visual and verbal. As such, the statues beg to be addressed from an 
interdisciplinary perspective, raising questions about the relationship among art, 
liturgy, and devotional performance; about performative visual reading that binds 
together the image with the spoken and written word; and about the role of the 
beholder in the culture of prayer and meditation before an image.
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NOTES

I am tremendously grateful to the anonymous reviewers who made truly excellent suggestions, and 
thereby immensely improved this article. Parts of this research were presented at UCLA and at Florida 
State University; I benefited greatly from the questions and feedback offered by audience members. 
Many thanks to Jesse M. Gellrich for his help with Pierre Bersuire’s original citation, to Anne R. 
Stanton for pointing me to BL Stowe 948, and to Robert J. Carroll for his editorial assistance.
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